
Desperate times call for desperate measures. Fueled by the current violent state of the world and personal struggles, The Setup have 
embarked on a mission to create the perfect soundtrack for all hostility to come. Indifferent towards trends and scene antics, pissed off 
with the fear propaganda and disgusted by ignorance, The Setup are not afraid to take their stance, using intense musical and lyrical 
messages. Over the years The Setup have been earning street credentials with their breakthrough record ̒The Pretense Of Normality̓ 
and their follow up album 'Minister of Death̒. Faced with the ordeals inherent to underground music and constant touring, members 
were bound to come and go, leaving the band behind with a line-up that̓s the most efficient and confident to date.  The ̒crawl & reign̓ were bound to come and go, leaving the band behind with a line-up that̓s the most efficient and confident to date.  The ̒crawl & reign̓ 
ep proved The Setup was more alive than ever. This release however was only a glimpse of what is coming. With their full length album 
'Torchbearer' The Setup proved that they're still a force to be reckoned with. 

2013 marks the Setup's 10 year anniversary of destroying stages with their trademark sound. To celebrate this they've been making 
time to work on a new release. The result is a brand new album called 'This Thing Of Ours'. It represents their past, present and future, 
as it still has the TSU groove and songwriting, but with a fresh dose of speed and melody. It is a statement of their love for what they 
do, and what they live for. 

'This Thing Of Ours' isn't just a hollow title for the Setup, they decided to take on the production of this project themselves and tracked 'This Thing Of Ours' isn't just a hollow title for the Setup, they decided to take on the production of this project themselves and tracked 
the album in their own studio. Co-producing this album was Andries Beckers (ex-TSU, ex Born From Pain, Diablo Blvd.).  With his 
visionary musical skills he lifted the songs to the next level. Mixing and Mastering was done by Igor Wouters (Backfire, Born From Pain, 
Gold). He made sure 'This Thing Of Ours' has the devastating sound people are used to hearing from The Setup.   

The release of This Thing Of Ours will be released through BDHW Records (Nasty, Fallbrawl, Coldburn) and is scheduled to be released The release of This Thing Of Ours will be released through BDHW Records (Nasty, Fallbrawl, Coldburn) and is scheduled to be released 
after their second run on Rebellion tour, which features bands like Madball, Terror, Comeback Kid, Your Demise and AYS.
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